
 

Endurance Board Meeting 

11th January 2022, start 7:30pm 

Venue: Zoom 
 

 

Present:  Sue Reid (Chair)  SR 
Sue Billigheimer  SB 
Nick Page   NP 
Ron Guest   RG 
Kate Honour   KH 

 
1. Welcome 

Sue R welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 

2. Apologies:  Petria Haigh 

3. Minutes 

The minutes from 29th October were approved for publishing 

4.  Meeting Administration 

       The meeting is primarily to get the FEI rule submissions finalised for lobbying other NF’s 

                                                                                    

5.  FEI- Proposed Rule Changes  

Comparison of feedback  

A - Event Entry Level 

Some positive feedback and some reticence from a few to have so few. In particular no TV & 

no CS 

Discussion on definition of “less than 20 entries”  

Should read less than 20 entries in the competition. The majority agree just grammar, 

wording, and spelling. 

 

 



B - Foreign Official Definition 

The majority agree just grammar, wording, and spelling. Some changes in wording to help 

enhance our position. 

C - Appendix E – CIMs (General Regulations)  

The majority agree just grammar, wording, and spelling 

D - Junior Ride Weight 

Some reticence due to having to weigh once adult however the majority agree just 

grammar, wording, and spelling. Some changes in wording to help enhance our position. 

E - Combination Qualification 

Some reticence due to changes what is relevant in NZ. The majority agree just grammar, 

wording, and spelling. Some changes in wording to help enhance our position. Also change 

with regard to 2023 rules. 

F - Treatment Vet Requirements 

The majority agree just grammar, wording, and spelling. Some changes in wording to help 

enhance our position 

G - CEI Qualification 

Some think 2 qualifications at each level should stay. The majority agree just grammar, 

wording, and spelling. Some changes in wording to help enhance our position. Also change 

with regard to 2023 rules. 

 

Sue B offered to update document to include where required and include above changes 

and then re-issue to board before sending out. 

Document to be sent to other NF’s via ESNZ with further lobbying of specific NFs by Sue R & 

Sue B. Sue B to check who to contact at ESNZ. 

7.  General Business: 

DRNZ Invite.  

Ron to contact DRNZ to check rules the event is being run under.  

 

Helen Bray has been promoted to 4*. We should be celebrating on social media. Ron to 

send details to Sue B. 

 

8.   Next Meeting:     

February TBC 

9. Close of Meeting:  8.35pm   


